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We have established a simulation model for phosphorus-doped silicon emitters using Fermi–Dirac
statistics. Our model is based on a set of independently measured material parameters and on
quantum mechanical calculations. In contrast to commonly applied models, which use Boltzmann
statistics and apparent band-gap narrowing data, we use Fermi–Dirac statistics and theoretically
derived band shifts, and therefore we account for the degeneracy effects on a physically sounder
basis. This leads to unprecedented consistency and precision even at very high dopant densities. We
also derive the hole surface recombination velocity parameter Spo by applying our model to a broad
range of measurements of the emitter saturation current density. Despite small differences in oxide
quality among various laboratories, Spo generally increases for all of them in a very similar manner
at high surface doping densities Nsurf . Pyramidal texturing generally increases Spo by a factor of
five. The frequently used forming gas anneal lowers Spo mainly in low-doped emitters, while an
aluminum anneal ~Al deposit followed by a heat cycle! lowers Spo at all Nsurf . © 2002 American
Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1501743#
I. PURPOSE OF THIS WORK
The electronics industry has, for some time, been using
advanced numerical modeling for developing and optimizing
devices very successfully. In contrast, one of its fastest grow-
ing branches, solar cell manufacturing, uses computer simu-
lations only sparingly. This is partly so because common
simulation techniques reproduce two of the most important
device regions inadequately. First, many types of commer-
cially manufactured silicon cells contain highly doped device
regions that are performance limiting: an n1 emitter and a
p1 backsurface field. These regions are commonly modeled
with Boltzmann statistics, although Fermi–Dirac statistics
should be applied instead, because Pauli-blocking reduces
the p-n product significantly. To compensate for this lack,
theories have been developed that use apparent band-gap
narrowing or other effective parameters, although it has been
shown on mathematically rigorous grounds that such adjust-
ments lead to various inconsistencies.1,2 Hence, common
simulations adjust the quasi-Fermi level of minority carriers
only imprecisely in such device parts.1–4 Second, the back-
surface field of many commercial cells is aluminum doped
but is modeled with the intrinsic density-of-states. Aluminum
forms an impurity band which is particularly far away from
the valence band edge. Neglecting this leads to the wrong
adjustments of the ~quasi-! Fermi level of majority carriers.
Hence, by using Fermi–Dirac statistics, the model presented
here makes modeling a more powerful tool for the develop-
ment of many types of commercial solar cells. This article
deals mainly with the first issue, while the second issue is
partly dealt with in a separate article.5
When comparing a simulation model with an experi-
ment, one needs to keep in mind that only the total losses in
the emitter can be measured via the emitter saturation
current–density Joe . This makes quantifying the recombina-
tion velocity parameter Spo at the surface of the emitter par-a!Electronic mail: g.heiser.@unsw.edu.au
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ticularly challenging: Spo needs to be separated from losses
occurring in the bulk of the emitter, and this separation has
been achieved only with theoretical models. As different
models divide the losses in the bulk and at the surface into
different proportions, the resulting Spo is model dependent.
This restricted approach has been used steadily, although sur-
face recombination losses limit the efficiency in many types
of solar cells.
In the past, various models have been used to extract Spo
from Joe . As outlined above, the commonly applied models
use effective parameters to compensate for the incorrect sta-
tistics. In this article, however, we establish a parameter set
for the use of Fermi–Dirac statistics, and we reevaluate the
Joe measurements made by Cuevas et al.,6–8 Glunz et al.,9
Kerr et al.,10,11 and King et al.12 We apply the band-gap nar-
rowing model recently developed by Schenk13 on quantum
mechanical principles, and use the silicon parameter-set es-
tablished by Altermatt et al.14–25 Preliminary results of this
project were published in Refs. 24 and 26.
II. FERMI–DIRAC STATISTICS
Most published calculations for solar cells are based on
Boltzmann statistics, although it was established in the early
days of semiconductor physics that Fermi–Dirac statistics
need to be applied for dopant densities Ndop*1
31019 cm23. Boltzmann statistics are popular because the
performance-limiting parts of high-efficiency cells have been
doped lower than 131019 cm23, and Fermi–Dirac ~FD! sta-
tistics are cumbersome to include in analytical models. An
outcome of this is that physical parameters, such as band-gap
narrowing, have been extracted from experiments using
Boltzmann statistics as well. This enforced the subsequent
use of Boltzmann statistics, because such a parameter set
partly compensated for the incorrect statistics. However,
many commercial solar cells contain performance-limiting
regions with Ndop*131019 cm23, where Pauli-blocking be-
comes significant. We therefore use FD statistics, which can
be applied in numerical modeling without difficulties. This
makes it necessary to adapt those parameters to FD statistics
that have been commonly extracted from experiments using
Boltzmann statistics.
In analogy to the law of mass action for ideal gases, the
well-known relation ni
25pn between the intrinsic carrier
density ni and the electron and hole densities, n and p, holds
only if the carriers do not interact strongly with each other,
i.e., in intrinsic and moderately doped silicon. In heavily
doped n-type silicon, we calculate n using
n5NcF1/2S E f n2Ec~0 !1DEckT D , ~1!
where Nc is the effective density of states in the conduction
band, F1/2 the Fermi integral of order 1/2, E f n the quasi-
Fermi level for electrons, Ec
(0) the energy of the intrinsic
conduction band edge, DEc is the shift of the conduction
band edge due to BGN, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is
the absolute temperature. We can express p in an analogous
way. However, since the holes are non-degenerate in n-type
emitters, the simple Boltzmann expression for p is appropri-
ate:
p5Nv expS 2 E f p2Ev~0 !2DEvkT D , ~2!
where the symbols have equivalent meaning as in Eq. ~1! but
for holes and the valence band. In order to clarify the influ-
ence of FD statistics on the simulated Joe , we write the pn
product in such a way that ni
2
, degeneracy, band-gap narrow-
ing, and deviations from thermal equilibrium are separated in
different factors:
pn5NcNv expS 2 Ec~0 !2Ev~0 !kT D
3F1/2S E f n2Ec~0 !1DEckT D
3expS 2 E f p2Ev~0 !2DEvkT D expS Ec
~0 !2Ev
~0 !
kT D
5ni
2
F1/2S E f n2Ec~0 !kT D
expS 2 Ec~0 !2E f nkT D
3
F1/2S E f n2Ec~0 !1DEckT D
F1/2S E f n2Ec~0 !kT D
expS DEvkT D expS E f n2E f pkT D
[ni
23gdeg3gBGN3gneq . ~3!
The degeneracy factor gdeg is a measure of how much the pn
product deviates from its value as an ideal gas. Only if the
electrons are also nondegenerate, as is the case in low-doped
n-type emitters, can we have gdeg→1 and gBGN→1, so that
pn→ni ,eff2 5ni2 exp@(DEc1DEv)/kT#, i.e., only then do Boltz-
mann statistics describe the situation well. To illustrate the
difference between Boltzmann and FD statistics, we plot Eq.
~3! in Fig. 1, as simulated in a highly doped emitter. We use
FD statistics with BGN of Ref. 13, or Boltzmann statistics
with BGN of Ref. 8, respectively ~see below for details of
these simulations!. While BGN increases the pn product to-
wards the surface of this diffused emitter, degeneracy tends
to decrease it, leading to a maximum value of pn within the
bulk. Such counteracting effects between BGN and carrier
degeneracy cannot be adequately quantified using Boltzmann
statistics and apparent BGN DEg
app
.
1,2 For example, since
Boltzmann statistics overestimate p, DEg
app is made smaller
than the actual shifts of the band edges to adjust the pn
product, i.e., DEg
app,DEg[DEc1DEv . This is apparent,
for example, in Fig. 7 of Ref. 11. This correction, in turn,
lowers the band bending across the p-n junction of the device
and hence the electric field. For further discussions of this
topic, see Refs. 1, 2, 24, and 27.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL FOUNDATION OF THE MODEL
In the simulation of emitters, many relevant silicon pa-
rameters and device models come into play. These are ni ,
BGN, Auger recombination, the minority carrier mobility,
the density of states ~DOS! affected by doping, and the in-
complete ionization of dopants. Apart from ni , all of these
parameters and models describe effects caused by carrier–
carrier and carrier–dopant interactions. Accordingly, we can
regard the improvements, made in the understanding of the
highly doped Si over the past few years, as a shift from the
ideal-gas model to the many-body theory. This shift needs to
be experimentally substantiated, as is done in the following.
A. New intrinsic carrier density of silicon
The intrinsic carrier density is of fundamental impor-
tance since it enters into almost all calculations that relate
device responses to excitations. For example, ni strongly in-
fluences the minority carrier densities in low-doped emitters,
and hence determines their Joe . Prior to 1990, ni51.45
31010 cm23 was commonly used in crystalline silicon at T
5300 K, leading to significant deviations between the theo-
retically predicted and the measured behavior of
devices.28 In 1991, Green and Sproul measured ni51.00
31010 cm23,29,30 which is significantly lower than the pre-
viously used value. This is the most widely accepted value of
ni in the silicon community. However, it has been recently
shown18,21 that the measurements of Sproul and Green were
influenced by BGN, even though the dopant density of their
samples was low. These recent investigations showed that ni
is slightly lower, namely ni59.653109 cm23, which is the
asymptotic value towards very low dopant densities in Fig. 2.
These investigations also resolved a long prevailing discrep-
ancy with the measurements of Misiakos and Tsamakis.31
The important point of this article is that these recent inves-
tigations made use of a BGN model that is based on the
many-body theory, where both the exchange-correlation self-
energy of the free carriers and the correlation energy of the
carrier–dopant interaction were treated on an equal basis.13
Hence, we use ni59.653109 cm23 in this study.
King et al.12 applied the old ni51.4531010 cm23 for
measuring Joe and calculating S. Their data evaluation was
revised by Cuevas et al.6,8 with Sproul and Green’s ni value.
Kerr et al.11 and Glunz et al.9 applied Sproul and Green’s ni
value as well. The changes in S, caused by using the new
ni59.653109 cm23 instead of Sproul and Green’s value,
are in most cases minor and smaller than the uncertainties
imposed by the limited precision of the Joe measurements.
B. Apparent versus theoretically derived band-gap
narrowing
Among the material parameters and models, it has
mainly been BGN that has been manipulated to compensate
for the discrepancies caused by Boltzmann statistics; so we
mainly need to reassess BGN when using FD statistics.
So far, solar cells have been mostly simulated with em-
pirical BGN models that were derived from electronic
measurements25,32–43 of highly doped silicon, as is shown in
Fig. 3. Absorption44–47 and most other optical methods48–51
yield considerably lower BGN values, as shown by the open
symbols. The electronically measured apparent BGN values
were extracted from transport measurements, and were influ-
enced by the transport model involved in the data evaluation.
In particular, they depended on ni and the mobility of minor-
ity carriers mmin . For example, del Alamo and Swanson42
revised the BGN values of Fig. 3~c! mainly by adjusting the
FIG. 1. Simulation of a heavily doped emitter ~M4X of Ref. 12! with Bolt-
zmann and with Fermi–Dirac statistics, respectively. Shown are the phos-
phorus dopant profile in units of cm23, band-gap narrowing gBGN , degen-
eracy gdeg , and the pn product in units of 1033 cm26, all using Eq. ~3!.
FIG. 2. ~Effective! intrinsic carrier density of crystalline silicon, as a func-
tion of boron dopant density, determined by Sproul and Green ~see Refs. 29
and 30! using their analytical model ~circles!, the value measured by Misia-
kos and Tsamakis ~see Ref. 31! ~triangle!, and our simulations using ni
59.653109 cm23 and the band-gap narrowing model of Ref. 13 ~solid
line!.
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involved mmin to improved experimental results, and they
obtained Fig. 3~d!. However, they used the old value of ni ,
so Klaassen et al.32 revised the BGN values of Fig. 3~d! one
time further by adjusting ni to a lower value, with the out-
come of Fig. 3~e!. When ni was adjusted to a smaller value,
BGN increased at low dopant densities, because a too-high
ni value had led to compensation by a too-small BGN value.
This is even more apparent in p-type silicon, as shown in
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. A reevaluation of the BGN data with ni
59.653109 cm23 would shift the values in Klaassen’s col-
lection towards higher values by less than the symbol size.
Independently of these modifications, the important
points here are that:
~i! These BGN values do not reflect the actual band-gap
shrinkage DEg , but are a conglomerate of various
effects, including degeneracy3,4,11 at high doping lev-
els, the change in DOS due to the formation of an
impurity band2 at medium to high dopant densities,
and asymmetry in gap shrinkage.1,2,4
~ii! Since degeneracy effects are partly compensated for
in DEg
app
, we cannot apply Fermi–Dirac statistics to-
gether with DEg
app values, as this would overestimate
the degeneracy effects.
~iii! Since the DEg
app values shown in Fig. 3 were obtained
using various transport models, it is not obvious ex-
actly how degeneracy influences DEg
app
, and we can-
not correct the DEg
app values for FD statistics with one
single and well-recognized procedure.
Instead, we choose to base our simulations on theoreti-
cally derived models, such as the comprehensive BGN
model of Ref. 13. This BGN model was recently derived
from a non-self-consistent, full random phase approximation
~RPA! formalism at finite temperatures, where both carrier–
carrier and carrier–dopant interactions were treated on an
equal basis. The dispersive quasiparticle shift in RPA quality
was numerically calculated and, based on these numerical
results, Pade´ approximations of the band edge energies ~DEc
and DEv! were constructed in terms of carrier densities, dop-
ant densities, and temperature. Since this model provides the
shift of the band edge energies, it can be used together with
FD statistics.
As this approach differs considerably from the determi-
nation of DEg
app
, we must be careful when comparing the
model with DEg
app in Fig. 3. At low dopant densities and
under low-level injection conditions, both carrier types are
nondegenerate, and the DOS is essentially ideal. Reference 4
also shows that, under such conditions, the effects of asym-
metry in BGN (DEcÞDEv) are unimportant. Hence, we can
directly compare the model with DEg
app under these condi-
tions, and Figs. 3~b! and 3~e! show that there is good agree-
ment between the two approaches. These figures also show
that, compared to photoluminescence measurements52
~shown as crosses!, the model provides a similar but slightly
larger DEg ~up to 10%! in the high doping range. This is
expected because the band tails are neglected in the rigid-
shift model of Ref. 13 ~the approximations made in the
model are discussed elsewhere21 in more detail!. However,
the model is a good approximation, because band tails host
immobile carriers, while n and p enter the basic semiconduc-
tor equations53 either through the Poisson equation as charge
carriers that are not electrostatically compensated, or through
FIG. 3. Band-gap narrowing in n- and p-type silicon, measured electronically ~Refs. 25, 32–43! ~filled symbols!, by absorption ~Refs. 44–47! and other
optical methods ~Refs. 48–51! ~open symbols!, and by photoluminescence ~crosses! ~Ref. 52!. Shown are the original data, a revision and parameterization
made by del Alamo and Swanson ~Ref. 42! and a revision and parameterization by Klaassen et al. ~Ref. 32! The recent calculations ~Ref. 13! ~solid lines! are
not apparent BGN data and therefore can only be compared with the measurements with care.
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the continuity equations accounting for currents, i.e. for en-
tirely mobile carriers. Hence, the majority carriers in immo-
bile tail states are not expected to contribute considerably to
BGN relevant to electronic devices. Similar arguments apply
to the donor band at medium dopant densities. In Sec. V A
we will demonstrate that the usage of FD statistics and the
BGN model of Ref. 13 give consistent results.
C. Recombination losses
In many types of emitters, the dominating recombination
loss occurs through the band-to-band Auger process, which
is an intrinsic property of silicon. Figure 4 shows that at
dopant densities Ndop*131018 cm23, the measured Auger
recombination lifetime42,54–57 tA can be well reproduced as-
suming noninteracting free particles, i.e., by tA
51/(CnNdop2 ) ~see dashed line!. At these dopant densities, we
use the Auger coefficient Cn52.8310231 cm6 s21, as re-
ported by Dziewior and Schmid,55 because their data show
the smallest scatter of all the published lifetime data used to
determine Cn .17 In their extraction of S, Cuevas et al. chose
a slightly different Cn value, while King et al. also used
Dziewior and Schmid’s value in the emitter.
The Auger lifetime is enhanced by Coulomb interactions
at Ndop&131018 cm23.17,58 A few different parameteriza-
tions of this enhancement have been published.17,19,59 How-
ever, we will show that this enhancement influences the
simulations of emitters only marginally, and it is therefore
irrelevant which of the parameterizations is chosen in our
simulations.
The other recombination loss is surface recombination.
At the dopant densities found in emitters, it is well quantified
by the Shockley–Read–Hall theory:60,61
Us5
nsps2ni ,eff
2
Spo
21~ns1n1!1Sno
21~ps1p1!
, ~4!
where ns and ps are the electron and hole densities at the
surface, which may be influenced by the surface charge den-
sity. The parameters
n15ni ,effe
~Et2Ei!/kT p15ni ,eff
2 /n1 ~5!
relate the energy level of the defect Et to the intrinsic energy
level Ei . The recombination rate Us is limited by holes in
n-type emitters, i.e., by the recombination velocity parameter
for holes Spo . We assume in our simulations that the bulk
SRH lifetime tSRH52 ms, which is a reasonable value for
high-purity float-zone material, and is independent of Ndop .17
The choice of tSRH does not affect the simulations presented
here.
D. Minority carrier mobility
At dopant densities found in emitters, the mobility of
minority holes mh ,min is limited by hole-dopant interactions
in a complex manner and is not well understood.62 It is ex-
pected that at Ndop*1017 cm23, mh ,min is higher than the
majority-carrier hole mobility mh ,maj , because scattering by
the positively charged phosphorus ions is less effective than
by the negatively charged boron ions. This effect is experi-
mentally and theoretically well established in the case of
electron mobility.22 However, in the case of hole mobility,
the measured values spread significantly ~see symbols in Fig.
5!.35,63–76 In the low dopant density range, the most reliable
data are the photoconductance decay measurements of
Sproul et al.70 and the recent Shockley–Haynes measure-
ments of Kruger et al.,65 because their method yields mh ,min
rather directly, while most other methods are more indirect.
The mh ,min values given by del Alamo et al. and by Dziewior
and Silber are significantly higher than theoretically expected
in the range Ndop51017– 1018 cm23, and are questionable.
King et al. relied on these values in the data evaluation of
their Joe measurements; we show their parameterization in
FIG. 4. Measured Auger lifetimes ~Refs. 42, 54–57! at low-injection con-
ditions, as a function of dopant density Ndop in n-type silicon. At Ndop
&1018 cm23, the lifetimes are lower than the ideal-gas limit ~dashed lines!
due to Coulomb enhancement ~Refs. 17, 19, 59! ~solid line!.
FIG. 5. Minority-carrier hole mobility mh ,min , measured by various authors,
~Refs. 35, 63–76! and parametrized by Klaassen ~Ref. 77!. A parameteriza-
tion used in the work of King et al., ~Ref. 12! and a parameterization of the
majority-carrier hole mobility ~Ref. 93! are shown as well.
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Fig. 5 as well. Also shown for comparison is a parameteriza-
tion of the majority hole mobility by Masetti, Severi, and
Solmi.93 Most important to emitter Joe simulations is mh ,min
at Ndop.1018 cm23. The measurements scatter by 640% in
this range. We use the default setting of Klaassen’s
parameterization,77 as shown in Fig. 5. Cuevas et al. used a
very similar model. To estimate the maximum and minimum
error bounds of mh ,min on Joe , we have adjusted Klaassen’s
parameterization in some cases, as shown by the dashed
lines.
The mobility affects our Joe simulations significantly
only in some dopant profiles, where the emitter is at the
verge of being transparent;78 i.e., where all carriers injected
from the p-n junction may just reach the surface. In such
cases, the error bounds of mh ,min determine how much sur-
face recombination affects Joe , so these error bounds pro-
voke the largest uncertainties in our simulations. In the other
emitters, where the injected carriers reach the surface easily,
or cannot reach the surface at all ~i.e., where there is a dead
layer!, mh ,min does not influence Joe significantly; the uncer-
tainties of our simulations are then induced by the error
bounds related to the Joe measurements.
E. Density-of-states at high doping levels
It is common in simulations to use the intrinsic density-
of-states ~DOS! at all dopant densities. At high Ndop , how-
ever, the dopants form a band near the band edge, which
shifts the Fermi level further away from the band edge than
when using the intrinsic DOS at all dopant densities.5 As E f n
is situated close to this donor band, the donor states are con-
siderably occupied by electrons so that n,Ndop , which is
called incomplete ionization.5,22 As these effects are biggest
near the Mott transition ~which occurs at Ndop53.74
31018 cm23!, they affect only lightly doped emitters. Since
the donor band is rather close to the conduction band in Si:P,
the effects are considerably weaker than in p-type Si:Al.
Hence, these effects are minor compared to the error bounds
of the Joe measurements. We include the donor band in some
lightly doped emitters in Sec. V B to demonstrate these ef-
fects.
At very high Ndop , where the donor band has merged
with the conduction band, both band edges are modified by
tail states, which arise due to disorder.79 Deep tail states are
localized, while the shallow ones are a hybridization between
localized and extended states,80,81 and therefore they host
immobile carriers. The tail state density is too small to cause
a considerable amount of incomplete ionization.5 In contrast,
the valence band edge hosts only a small number of holes, so
that tailing effects may be more noticeable. Pan et al.82 pre-
dicted that the equilibrium hole density will increase by a
factor of two due to band tails. Unfortunately, they fitted
their tail density to room-temperature photoluminescence
~PL! measurements,83 neglecting effects that cause the
broadening of the PL lines.79,84,85 For these reasons, tailing
affects the minority-carrier transport considerably less than
proposed by Pan et al. Due to the lack of experimental data,
we are unable to quantify the influence of the minority-band
tailing on our Joe simulations.
IV. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE
We use the device simulator Dessis86 which—in contrast
to some analytical models of previous studies—solves the
well-known, fully coupled set of semiconductor differential
equations53 numerically and in a self-consistent way. Great
care has been taken that the numerical errors stay within
negligible boundaries. We apply FD statistics at 300 K, to-
gether with the models and parameters of Sec. III. The
n1pn1 test structures were measured in Refs. 6–12 by pho-
toconductance transient decay and quasi-steady-state photo-
conductance. We find it unnecessary to use transient models
in our simulations, because we can draw on the general
definition24 of Joe ,
Joe[
Jn~xe!
n~xe!p~xe!2ni ,eff
2 ~xe!
ni ,eff
2 ~xe!, ~6!
and hence need to simulate the devices only in steady-state
open-circuit condition. Equation ~6! shows that Joe is related
to the electron recombination current Jn across the p-n junc-
tion, and to the excess pn product at the edge xe of the space
charge region. We employ the effective carrier density ni ,eff
instead of ni , to account for any BGN that may be induced
by the injected carriers at high-injection conditions. The
BGN model of Ref. 13 accounts for carrier-induced BGN.20
In the experiment, most of the diode structures had no
metal contacts. A numerical simulation requires at least one
‘‘contact’’ in order to provide a zero level for the electrostatic
potential. We therefore attach a very small floating gate at the
edge of our 2D domain. This gate does not influence the
recombination properties in the silicon. As doping profiles,
we took the SIMS or stripping-Hall data of Refs. 6–12. Ac-
cording to Ref. 87, the SIMS profiles represent the electri-
cally active phosphorus density in all the emitters used in
this study.
V. RESULTS
A. Verification of consistency
While we are able to base our models of BGN, Auger
recombination and mobility on independent measurements,
there is no method known to us that allows us to indepen-
dently measure the surface recombination velocity parameter
of holes, Spo . Hence, we must generally treat Spo as un-
known. An exception is when Joe is measured on emitters
covered with a thin metal layer:8 Spo of such surfaces is then
limited by the thermal velocity of free carriers v th , i.e.,
Spo51.5623107 and Sno52.0423107 cm/s at 300 K, inde-
pendently of the crystal orientation.86,88,89 Hence, these
metal-coated samples give us the precious opportunity to
verify the consistency of our applied models and material
parameters.
Indeed, we are able to reproduce the measured Joe val-
ues of all metal-coated emitters ~i.e., at Ndop,2
31020 cm23! without any further adjustments. This is a cru-
cial result. It demonstrates that our model is consistent, and
that this study is more than another adjustment of parameters
to extract Spo from Joe measurements: it also introduces the
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physically sound statistics. With previous models, such con-
sistency has not been achieved at high Ndop , mainly because
Boltzmann statistics were applied.
Figure 6 shows the simulated Joe of both the lowest and
the highest doped emitter in the collection of Cuevas et al.,
where the doping density at the surface Nsurf is 2.231018 and
231020 cm23, respectively. The simulated Joe approaches
the measured values ~horizontal solid lines! when Spo ap-
proaches v th . With Boltzmann statistics, Joe would over-
shoot the measured values in the highly doped emitter. Gen-
erally, the simulated Joe depends with varying sensitivity on
Spo . For example, the bulk losses are large in the highly
doped sample and dominate Joe at Spo,1000 cm/s, so the
simulated Joe curve flattens out towards low Spo . Towards
high Spo values, the surface recombination rate becomes lim-
ited by the hole current injected from the p-n junction, hence
Joe flattens out again.
B. Extraction of the surface recombination velocity
After having verified its consistency, we use our model
to extract Spo from the Joe measurements; Spo is an impor-
tant material parameter in devices with passivated surfaces.
Figure 6 indicates that Joe is far more sensitive to Spo in a
low doped than in a highly doped emitter ~of comparable
junction depth!. Accordingly, we are able to extract Spo more
precisely in some emitters than in others. For example, Fig. 6
also shows the measured Joe values of devices with oxide-
passivated surfaces ~dashed lines!. The simulated Joe drops
more steeply near the measured Joe value in the low-doped
emitter, and hence the error bounds of the extracted Spo are
smaller than in the case of the highly doped emitter. In some
cases, the error bounds of mh ,min need to be added to these
error bounds.
Figure 7 shows the extracted Spo as a function of Nsurf of
the planar emitters fabricated by Cuevas et al.6–8 Their emit-
ters had either a bare surface, or were passivated by a ther-
mal oxide with a forming gas anneal ~FGA! or with an alu-
minum anneal ~alneal!. For details of the processing and
measurement conditions, see Refs. 6–8.
Figure 7 shows that towards high Nsurf , Spo increases in
a straight manner, regardless of which type of surface passi-
vation has been applied ~all the dashed lines in Figs. 7–11
are a parameterization introduced in Sec. V C!. Cuevas et al.
used an analytical model together with apparent BGN and
FIG. 6. Simulated saturation current–density Joe of the highest and lowest
doped emitter of Cuevas et al. ~Refs. 6–8! with Npeak52.231018 and 2
31020 cm23, respectively. The error bounds of the measured Joe of metal-
coated and oxide-passivated surfaces are indicated by the horizontal solid
and dashed lines, respectively.
FIG. 7. Surface recombination velocity Spo , as extracted by our simulations
from the Joe measurements made by Cuevas et al. ~Refs. 6–8! ~symbols!.
The data obtained by their model, using Boltzmann statistics, are shown as
crosses. The dashed lines are a parameterization with Eq. ~7!.
FIG. 8. Surface recombination velocity Spo , as extracted by our simulations
from the Joe measurements made by King et al. ~Ref. 12!. As these authors
used the old value of the intrinsic carrier density, Cuevas et al. ~Refs. 6–8!
revised their data with the new value, still using Boltzmann statistics
~crosses!. The dashed lines are a parameterization with Eq. ~7!.
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Boltzmann statistics, and therefore obtained significantly
lower Spo values at Nsurf *331019 cm23 ~indicated by the
crosses in Fig. 7!. As outlined in Sec. II, this was generally
experienced in previous models, because degeneracy effects
were not taken fully into account, leading to overestimated
bulk recombination losses that were compensated with low
Spo values ~due to this compensation, previous models some-
times yielded negative Spo values in very highly doped emit-
ters!.
The same tendency is observed in our evaluation of the
data from King et al.,12 depicted in Fig. 8. For comparison,
we have not plotted the original values of King et al. ~be-
cause they were obtained using the old ni , see Sec. III A!,
but rather the revised values obtained with the analytical
model of Cuevas et al. and the new ni . Again, our Spo is
significantly higher at high dopant densities due to degen-
eracy effects.
At the lowest Nsurf , the injection conditions at the sur-
face changed during the transient measurements performed
by King et al., and we expect Joe to be injection dependent,
as is commonly experienced in lightly doped rear surfaces of
solar cells.90–92 We therefore obtained the Spo values only
from the lowest injection levels in King’s experiment ~in
contrast, more highly doped emitters remained in very low
injection conditions during the measurement, so Joe is inde-
pendent of the injection level!.
Figure 9 shows Spo of the samples fabricated by Kerr
et al.10,11 In the case of oxide passivated surfaces, very simi-
lar behavior is found in the samples of Cuevas et al. and
King et al. Kerr et al. also investigated PECVD silicon ni-
tride passivation and found that it results in a higher Spo than
does oxide passivation at all investigated dopant densities,
i.e., at Ndop.931018 cm23. This remains in contrast to the
common findings at low-doped surfaces, and suggests that
the silicon nitride passivation is strongly based on electro-
static action, which works more efficiently at low dopant
densities. Our analysis of the data for silicon nitride passiva-
tion includes a fixed positive oxide charge density of 2
31011 cm22. In comparison we use 731010 cm22 at the
Si/SiO2 interface. The charge density has a negligible influ-
ence on our results, because the abundance of electrons in
the emitters compensates for the fixed charges of the oxide or
nitride layer very effectively.
So far, we have dealt with planar emitters. King et al.
and Glunz et al.9 fabricated emitters in parallel on planar and
pyramidically textured wafers, and our evaluation of their
measurements are shown in Figs. 8 and 10. We consider only
the emitters of Glunz et al. that were unaffected by nonho-
mogeneous dopant distributions, which may be found at tex-
tured surfaces in low diffusion profiles. In both data sets, we
FIG. 9. Surface recombination velocity Spo , as extracted by our simulations
from the Joe measurements made by Kerr et al. The dashed lines are a
parameterization with Eq. ~7!. For clarity, the parameterization of the oxide
without FGA ~triangles! is not shown.
FIG. 10. Surface recombination velocity Spo , as extracted by our simula-
tions from the Joe measurements made by Glunz et al. ~Ref. 9!. The dashed
lines are a parameterization with Eq. ~7!.
FIG. 11. Summary of Figs. 7–10, and parameterizations with Eq. ~7!.
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observe an approximately fivefold increase in Spo due to
texturing. This increase is partly attributed to the 1.7 times
larger surface area of textured compared to planar surfaces,
which is not taken into account in our simulations. Partly, the
increase may also be caused by the higher bond density of
~111! surfaces in textured structures, compared to the ~100!
surface in planar surfaces.
Finally, we test by means of the lowest doped sample of
Cuevas et al., how strongly the Coulomb enhancement of
Auger recombination affects the extraction of Spo . The
omission of Coulomb enhancement increases the Auger
losses in the bulk, and hence lowers Spo , but only by about
3%, and even less in more highly doped samples. These de-
viations are far smaller than the limitations imposed by the
reproducibility of the experiments, and can be neglected.
Incomplete ionization has a slightly stronger effect in
low-doped emitters, as is shown by the empty symbols in
Figs. 7 and 10. However, as with the Coulomb enhancement,
incomplete ionization generally has a lesser effect on Spo
than the limitations imposed by the reproducibility of the
experiments, and may be neglected as well.
C. Interpretation of the results
The Spo values, obtained from all the measurements, in-
crease more gradually at low than at high dopant densities.
This behavior is approximated by the following parameter-
ization:
Spo5Sp1S NdopNp1 D
gp1
1Sp2S NdopNp2 D
gp2
. ~7!
The values of the parameters Sp ~in units of cm/s!, Np ~in
cm23!, and gp ~a number! are given in Table I for each data
set. The parameter gp is a measure for the slope, while both
the values Sp and Np shift Spo vertically, and hence are not
uniquely defined; we choose Np5131019 cm23 for all the
data sets. The data of Glunz et al. are restricted to the tran-
sition region between Ndop where the first term in Eq. ~7!
dominates, and Ndop where the second term dominates.
Therefore, they are most ambiguously fitted. Interestingly,
the data from every group can be fitted with only one gp2 for
all the different passivation schemes. The values in Table I
reflect that the Spo values vary among different authors to
some extent. It is well known that the degree of surface
passivation, and hence Spo , depends on the processing con-
ditions and also on technological factors, some of which are
difficult to control. The original references describe that dif-
ferent oxidation conditions ~temperatures in the range 900–
1000 °C! and SiO2 thicknesses ~from 13 to 105 nm! were
used. In some cases, the oxide was grown in situ in the
phosphorus diffusion furnace, while in other cases it was
grown in a separate step. The presence or absence of TCA
during the oxidation may also affect the results. Hence, the
different data sets may indicate different degrees of surface
passivation. However, these variations should not be overem-
phasized. Figure 11 summarizes the Spo values found with
our improved analysis and demonstrates that the different
data sets are in fact very similar. In fact, we may globally fit
our planar oxidized samples that obtained a FGA with Sp1
5500 and Sp2560 cm/s, and our textured samples with
Sp152800 and Sp25300 cm/s. For both surface structures,
we use gp150.6, gp253, and Np15Np25131019 cm23.
Note that, due to the lack of data at high Nsurf , gp2 and Sp2
are rather uncertain for textured samples. We emphasize that
the surface parameters derived in this article should only be
applied to device simulation if Fermi–Dirac statistics are
used, together with the corresponding material parameters
~such as DEg instead of DEg
app!.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have established a simulation model for phosphorus-
doped silicon emitters using Fermi–Dirac statistics. Our
model is based on a set of independently measured material
parameters and on quantum mechanical calculations. In con-
trast with common simulations, which use Boltzmann statis-
tics and apparent band-gap narrowing data, we use Fermi–
Dirac statistics and quantum mechanically derived band
TABLE I. Parameters in Eq. ~7! to approximate the Spo values shown in Figs. 7–10.
Cuevas et al. King et al.
alneal FGA bare FGA bare textured
Sp1 200 450 1.53105 250 400 1500
Np1 131019 131019 131019 131019 131019 131019
gp1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.3
Sp2 130 400 8000 100 100 700
Np2 131019 131019 131019 131019 131019 131019
gp2 2.4 2.4 2.4 3 3 3
Glunz et al. Kerr et al.
textured planar nitride bare oxide FGA alneal
Sp1 1500 250 1700 1400 670 270
Np1 131019 131019 131019 131019 131019 131019
gp1 0.3 0.3 0.565 0.5 0.65 0.65
Sp2 2000 1800 5 4 4 2.5
Np2 131019 131019 131019 131019 131019 131019
gp2 2.2 2.2 4 4 4 4
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shifts, and therefore we account for the degeneracy effects on
a physically sounder basis. This leads to unprecedented con-
sistency even at very high dopant densities, and enables us to
simulate emitters with Ndop.331019 cm23 considerably
more precisely than in the past.
With our improved model, we determined the hole sur-
face recombination velocity Spo by reevaluating a broad
range of measurements of the emitter saturation current den-
sity. The resulting Spo values increase with a power-law de-
pendence on the dopant density of the surface Nsurf , with the
trend continuing at the highest dopant densities. This con-
trasts common models that use Boltzmann statistics and
therefore needed to compensate for the neglected degeneracy
effects by apparent band-gap narrowing and reduced Spo val-
ues. Despite small differences in oxide quality among the
various laboratories, Spo generally increases more gradually
at low than at high dopant densities. Also, pyramidal surface
texturing increases Spo approximately by a factor of five.
The parameterization of Spo given here completes the physi-
cal description of highly doped Si:P required for device mod-
eling using advanced computer simulations.
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